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The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.
FREEDOM SHALL LIVE

Freedom shall LIVE and tyranny shall die!
Freedom shall REIGN and poverty pass by!
Freedom shall CALL and each heart respond!
Freedom shall BLAZE and burst every bond!

Freedom shall RING and courage release!
Freedom shall SING God’s Great Song of Peace!
Freedom shall COME and flood forth God’s Light!
Freedom shall CHARGE and rule with God’s Might!

Freedom shall SPEAK the Great Word “I AM”!
Freedom shall HOLD Eternal Command!
Freedom shall SURGE in Full Cosmic Power!
Freedom shall BURST o’er all earth this hour!

Freedom shall SMILE thru everyone’s face!
Freedom shall FILL Our Land and ALL Space!
Freedom has COME and does NOW remain!
Freedom IS here — Our Blest Saint Germain!

Freedom “I AM”! “I AM”! here and NOW!
Freedom “I AM”! “I AM”! Its Great VOW!
Freedom “I AM”! “I AM”! ALL Its Love!
Freedom “I AM”! “I AM”! raised above!
Freedom “I AM”! “I AM”! everywhere!
Freedom “I AM”! “I AM”! Free from care!
Freedom “I AM”! “I AM”! Victory!
Freedom “I AM”! “I AM”! “I AM”! Free!

CHANERÁ
OUR BELOVED MESSENGER’S DISCOURSE

MR. GUY W. BALLARD

WASHINGTON, D. C. MAY 7, 1944

EAR Hearts, My Beloved Ones of this City, in coming to you tonight, closer perhaps in feeling than I have ever been before, Ascended or un­ascended, “I AM” closer into the Flame of Love in your hearts. I want to come so close to the earth thru your Life Streams, that I can give you and all you hold near and dear, everything you require; all the Assistance that will make you Free and Victorious in everything you do, until your journey here is completed.

It is not by accident that this Messenger has returned to the City of Washington at this time! Many things from the Inner Level are being accomplished, that to the outer seem so long in bringing manifestations to pass; but everything must be done and completed at the Inner Level before the outer manifestations can take place!

Since you and We are Saint Germain’s Family of the Light, and since He is the One who has led the way to establish a Nation that stands for Freedom to the earth; since that is His Service to Life, We Who have stood with Him so many times in the past, are drawing forth now Greater and Greater Cosmic Action of the Light, “the Light of God that never fails”! to concentrate into the outer, the Pressure of Power that shuts off any further use of the energy and substance of this world for destruc­tive purposes.

The onrushing discord which has sought to engulf all mankind, will engulf you if you watch it, if you attune to it! There is nothing in it that any of you want. If you are to draw the Power which is to stand against it, then your attention must come to Us! It must first
come to your “I AM” Presence and then to Us! If you will use the Authority of your own Life Streams and send forth the spoken word again, and again, and again, in the Authority of Life; so that Life everywhere shall be Free from all human qualities of discord, then you become a Mighty Out-pouring which We at any moment, can expand and continue to expand, until the Pressure compels the shutting off of any further action of discord!

The “Mighty I AM Presence” of this Universe—from the Great Central Sun thru the Physical Sun and then thru the human beings of this world, governs the manifestations by those Individualizations of Itself, as Saint Germain told you in the “I AM” Discourses. It means that within every life Stream is the Authority of the Light, to speak the Great Creative Word “I AM” again, and again, and again, with the Command—that Light shall reign and darkness disappear! The darkness will not disappear without your command! Do destructive forces let go of you just because you don’t wish to have them around? Not that I ever noticed! Then, it is going to take your continued Command to Life, your continued Authority of Life, to speak the words that are the Cosmic release into the atmosphere, of those rates of vibration which COMPEL the Victory of Light everywhere!

People do not understand the Power in the spoken word and the Power in their feeling world! Not one under this Radiation yet understands, just how much energy you use in one twenty-four hours, to do the things you will to do! When you want your own way, you put gigantic pressure of energy back of your desire and your determination to get your own way—and that is wonderful when your way is constructive and the Divine Plan fulfilled is your only desire; but when it is just for the gratification of the human desires, then it is quite another thing! Nevertheless, you are using Life’s Energy; and
your Life and Its Energy are the Trust to you from the Great Central Sun! Your Consciousness is the Individualization of that Flame from the Central Sun which abides within your heart. Do you quite feel and remember that the Flame in the Permanent Atom in your heart, is the tip, so to speak, of the Flame of your whole Life Stream which is fastened to the Great Central Sun?

That is the Authority to which “I AM” referring! That is the Power and the Consciousness which comprehends and uses the Word, “I AM,” to create that which you choose, that which you desire, that which you will! There is nothing in this Universe which can withstand the force of a determined Will, when that Will is the Will of Perfection! When you use the Power and Authority of your Life Stream to will the Perfection of Life everywhere you move; and you back that up with your fierce determination, every shadow of human creation must give way before you!

That which is around this world, is Greater than that which is on this earth! “I AM” referring now to that which is around this Planet and this System of Worlds! The Life, the Consciousness, the Intelligence and the Energy surrounding this world, is greater than that which is upon it; and the moment you turn your attention, your Love, your gratitude and devotion to that which is Greater than all around you, then Its Amplification thru you, is released to control that which is about you here.

On the human side—I mean the outer activity of your physical bodies, your mind and your feelings, you use tremendous energy—no question about it. You draw forth tremendous energy from Life in whatever you choose to do in your daily activities; yet it is such a fragment of what can come thru your calls, when you realize, as you turn your attention to the “I AM Presence” and ask for that which is constructive to be charged around you wherever you direct it, that It is Infinite and Its
Pressure is without limit; but It draws to a focus thru the finite, so you may consciously direct It to any person, place, condition or thing to which you desire to give Perfection! You should see It sustained in ever-expanding action, until It spreads everywhere Its Blessings to all Life!

That is why it is imperative that mankind understand this Law of the “I AM” which Saint Germain has given! Without the Conscious Understanding of what happens, when you use the Great Creative Word, “I AM,” mankind cannot be Free and never have been. If your calls were not needed, mankind would never have had the distress in the outer world, which they have experienced this far. If the Great Cosmic Law had permitted the Ascended Masters and Those Who are the Perfection of the Universe, to have given Assistance to you and the Life Streams of this world, do you think We Whose Love is so much Greater than yours, would have withheld anything in the Universe that We could give? Never!

The Ascended Masters would never have permitted the misuse of Life’s Energy, consciousness and substance on this earth, if the Great Cosmic Law did not demand of the individual, the release of the Authority of his or her own Life Streams, in the use of the Great Creative Word, “I AM,” to compel a change of conditions in the world about you! So long as you are functioning in these flesh forms, then you are the Authority over the energy which goes thru them; or rather you are the Authority over what qualities you wish that energy to express!

Everything about you is charged with energy! Energy which is commanded to expand the Light, releases Perfection! Then, it takes your call and your predetermined Command for that quality of expanding Light, to charge into everything you contact, if you are to have the Qualities of Harmony and Constructive Action, that everyone
wants in his or her own feeling world! They want it with the Flame of Love in their hearts; but because of the accumulation in the feeling, in the emotional body at the solar plexus, the heart is not always allowed to control the qualities, which charge forth into the ethers around you!

Will you feel so close to Me tonight, that I may give to you the Energy, Strength and Power required, to stand with unflinching decision and determination to Free America and all Life, from that which is not Perfection! In those early days of America’s inception, every time the human discord built to a place where the outer seemed powerless, we turned our attention to God, as we knew It then! Help came, did it not? Otherwise, the Nation of the United States of America would never have come into existence! It came in answer to a call to God! So will everything that is of Perfection come to you in answer to your call to God, the “Mighty I AM Presence,” as you know It now! If that God Power can build a Nation, then that God Power can correct any imperfection which has crept into that Nation! It can protect that Nation, when the individual uses his or her free will and the Authority of Life, to command that the Nation shall be free from all that is not of the Light.

If I loved America in those early days when we gave our all, do you think I love her any the less now? If Saint Germain loved her enough in the beginning, to give the Courage, Strength and Power to those early patriots to sign the Declaration of Independence, which was His Plan and His Gift of Freedom to Life, do you think His Love has waned any? Do you think He wants America to be any the less free? You might feel that there are not so many of you as there are of the other people in America. True, you may not be so many in numbers; but when you call Light forth consciously, and ask that It be sustained and expanded without limit, then the call
of one who knows the Law, can be made Infinitely more powerful than just the desires of those who do not know the Law.

There is much more energy and Concentration of Light’s Power released thru the conscious call and command for the Perfection of Life to come forth, than there is in the desire of those individuals to have that Perfection. While the desire is intense feeling, yet the Command is your Authority and the Governing Power of the Universe! It governs both thought and feeling, because you use the Authority which is innate within Life to expand Perfection, thru the expansion of the Light.

I say to those of you who have faced the Light so sincerely, who have stood and given your all in this Service to the Light; one day, you shall see what your Light has meant in this City, when sometimes you have stood a Blazing Light in a mass of seething darkness; and your Light has continued to breathe, as it were, brighter and brighter and extend farther and farther, until It has reached into the darkness and consumed a great deal of it. The darkness created by human selfishness and discord, is darkness indeed! If you keep your attention upon it, you watch the deeds or discuss with deep feeling the injustice and the creations of those who are caught in its whirlwind; then you fasten into that as surely as you do it!

In just the same way, thru your attention and Love to Us, you can fasten into Our Octave of Light and Our Ascended Master Power can blaze thru you Its Qualities, Its Love, Its Harmonizing, Purifying Action of Our Energy! Energy and Life from Our Octave can come into your octave; can come into your physical bodies; can pour thru your physical bodies into the atmosphere about you; can pour into the conditions thru which you move, as surely as water can pour thru a faucet.

Mankind cannot correct the conditions of the outer
world this hour, unless they will use Our Ascended Master Life and Energy; Our Ascended Master Power and Purity; because there is not pressure enough just in their own outer desires, without the call to that which is Eternally Changeless in Its Perfection, to stand against the increasing pressure of the accumulation of discord.

This I want to say to you, because it is the Law of the Action of Energy throughout Infinity! Everything comes back to its starting point, and just as surely as the Sun exists in the heavens, will destruction sent forth by individuals who are trying to destroy all mankind, flow back to those who send it forth. Those who have imposed this war upon the mass of mankind, will have to take it back into themselves. That accumulation will drive back into its cause, as surely as the Universe exists. When the hour strikes for that to connect with its starting point, there is nothing in creation that can stop its recoil! Sometimes, it seems a long time to those who have fought so bravely against that which is wrong, but still the Great Cosmic Law makes no mistakes, and that which controls the energy in Infinite Space around this Planet and System of Worlds, has more Intelligence within It, than individuals who use Life’s Energy destructively; to create war and its aftermath of destruction against those in this world!

The Greater Intelligence in the Universe around you, will give you all of Itself the moment you ask for It. Individuals who place their attention upon destructive activities with no motive except to destroy, will have to take it back if they hold it there. It will come back to them as surely as creation exists. You cannot perfect your world, you cannot hold protection, if you continue to contemplate their disobedience to the Law! Unless your attention holds its connection thru into Our Octave, it will rest on the discord around you. The attention, which is the Out-pouring of your Life Stream, into Our Octave,
draws Our Energy, Consciousness, Love and Power and
It flows into you, to be the Pressure to repel destructive
forces.

Unless you can hold your connection with Our Oc­
tave, then you are connected with the discord around
you! You are either connected with one or the other.
If you will hold your attention upon Us, We can pour
forth thru you, the Pressure that repels the discord! If
your attention is upon the discord, then that energy is
flowing back into you and bringing its discord with it.
So, try to feel not only Our Reality coming closer and
closer; but try to remember that you are never alone!

We many times come as close as the atomic struc­
ture of your bodies will permit, without a shock. We
do not do anything that shocks your Life Stream; that
would not be Wisdom nor Obedience from Our Stand­
point; but We do come as close as your atomic structure
will permit; and We give just as much as you can absorb,
when you call. Please know that there are uncountable
Legions of the Angelic Host, uncountable Ascended Mas­
ters and Cosmic Beings, who will come to your assistance,
Who will come in answer to your calls; to stand guard
over every human being on this planet, if mankind would
only call!

Those Great Ones will not intrude! The Great
Cosmic Law of Life will not permit it! Therefore, your
Authority of Life is what is needed everywhere, and that
is why Our Precious Saint Germain said in the early
"I AM" Discourses; when you say: "‘I AM’ the Pres­
ence within that condition or that individual, releasing
Perfection," then you give the call to the Presence and
Higher Mental Body of either that individual or the
Great Cosmic Beings, to come forth thru the condition
or release into it the Light Rays, the Substance and the
Energy from Our Octave which washes out the vibra­
tory action of discord, as you wash dirty water out of
a sponge, when you hold it under a faucet. The con-
tinued flow of the Light, Substance and Love from Our
Octave into any condition, will as surely change the qual-
ities in that condition, as you call It forth!

The Law of Energy and Vibration is inexorable! None can change It, and all this blessed world needs is more Ascended Master Consciousness, which means more of Our Light, more of Our Love, more of Our Power, to hold in Perfect Balance, the flow of the energy and substance in any situation. This world needs Ascended Master Qualities—God Qualities, doesn’t it? The Qual-
ities of Life which hold no discord within them.

Do you as “I AM” Students this hour, think the outer world needs one more wave of discord? You know it doesn’t! Can you tell Me how far-reaching a wave of energy discordantly qualified, may affect the other Life Streams upon this Planet? Can any of you tell Me how far a destructive word can produce an effect upon other Life Streams? Then, in the authority of Life which you accepted, when you individualized from the Great Central Sun, you are the Power of Choice. You can determine to bring everything into Ascended Master Per-
fection, while yet unascended!

“I AM” hoping that the Great Cosmic Law will per-
mit a certain number of the “I AM” Students and this Messenger, to be held within the Radiance of Our Light and Love with such a Pressure and Power, that while yet unascended, you may direct the Light Rays to pro-
duce Manifestations of Perfection! It will reveal to the rest of mankind that the Law of Life will release Its Perfection thru any unascended being, who will hold his or her attention upon It, and give obedience long enough, to let the momentum be gathered which does produce the manifestation.

It is necessary that a group of people be purified and charged with Self-control and obedience to the point,
where they can be entrusted with the use of these Greater Powers. Then, they may at their conscious command, change conditions in the outer world before the very eyes of mankind, and none can deny it. As you gaze upon the outer world today, it would seem that you had unlimited opportunity. It is rather Infinite in the need of the outer world this hour. If you could purify and harmonize your bodies and your affairs to the point to which you have attained today, you can go further. This isn’t as far as Life has brought forth manifestations in this Universe!

The Great Intelligence and Power from the Great Central Sun, permitted the drawing and concentrating of Electronic Force into a momentum, which you know as the Physical Sun! If It produced that amount of Power at one point, drew It into form and Its Radiation continues to bless this System of Worlds, why would It withhold from you anything to produce Manifestations that will give Its Blessings. Life would not refuse you! We would not refuse you! The only thing it takes is a continued unflinching determination, that the Power and Perfection which is within Light, shall concentrate thru a physical form and blaze Its Radiation, Its Qualities to produce manifestations around you, that would bless everybody and everything with Happiness and Perfection sustained and expanded without limit forever!

If you will determine it; if you will so command it; if you will use the Authority of your Life Stream, then Life shall answer you beyond your fondest dream! Jesus’ Words were Life and did accomplish that whereunto they were sent! Your words are Life, and have you anything with which to do anything except Life? Has any one else any other way, or means and action, except by the use of Life? Well, since Life is everywhere, all Life is ONE and your Life and Our Life are part of the ONE All-pervading Life of the Universe, would there be any
reason why We would not want to fulfill your calls? Would there be any reason, when your Life wants Perfection, that We would not want to give It to you? Well, then, if enough people want to free the rest of the world from destruction, Life is just as ready to answer!

So regardless of what you have to do in the outer, or what you seem to have to do, go on with your Inner Secret Calls in the midst of those conditions, calling to your "Mighty I AM Presence" and Higher Mental Body, that of every human being on this planet and the Ascended Masters; to release all the Light required to annihilate from Life everything that sustains or creates war; and when you want the Freedom of the whole, the part has got to be Free!

Oh, precious ones, well do I know the distress in the feeling world of these millions who are caught in this outer world's turmoil. Well do I know those struggles! I have been thru them all; We have all been thru it many times, and while We are out of the Octave of its feeling, yet We love you Oh so intensely, that We shall never cease, until every quality that imposes discord on mankind, has been dissolved, consumed and replaced forever by the Perfection of Our Life!

May I make a request today? In your Decrees, when you use a consuming Decree for the annihilation or dissolving of any condition, will you follow that, by asking to have it replaced by the Substance and Perfection from the Ascended Masters’ Octave; because that is eternally sustained and ever-expanding Perfection! It is the same as if you had a garden and your weeds began to choke out your choicest flowers. You would go there, if you were a good gardener, and you would pull out those weeds, wouldn’t you? Yet, you would watch that no more came in; and if you planted beautiful flowers in place of every weed, then your garden would soon be Perfection! It is the same when you call the Law of
Light into action, to consume that which is discordant! Call for that which is Perfection to take its place, and then, your momentum just grows greater and greater and greater.

May I remind you also, to charge your bodies, your mental and feeling worlds and then keep charging, day after day, after day into the atmosphere about you, the Light Substance of Our Eternal, Invincible Purity, Peace, Freedom and Victory; and I would add to that, Security. I don’t mean investments, I mean the other kind of Security. You know what I mean, I am sure. Your security of investments is quite all right, too, when it is harmoniously operated, but when I say: “Call for Ascended Master Security, the Substance of Security from Our Octave around your bodies; around your loved ones; around all that is constructive; you can increase that day, after day, after day, until Its Momentum about you, by Its very Radiation gives Our Courage and Strength and Our Qualities to everybody, who comes near you and the Light around you claims Its Own and raises into Its Perfection, all that contact It.

You have seen individuals accumulate habits, haven’t you? Habits perhaps, that you did not like. You have seen a habit build and build and build just by doing it over and over. Well, if the human can do that on the discordant side, then surely the God-Power can do the opposite by the continued Expansion of that Momentum, until little by little, that energy increased becomes around you, the manifestations for which your hearts call; the manifestations that have to come forth; and the manifestations that have to be planted, as it were, in the outer experience to be a mile-stone of the progress to which all may attain!

It is necessary for you, as “I AM” Students, to increase your Powers of Light; and when I say Powers, I mean the various activities that are in your Life-Stream
—each Life Stream, to produce manifestations which will bring you great joy. Their existence in your world, will be natural activities, yet they will be a wonder and a marvel, to those not yet in this "I AM" Activity. As you produce those manifestations sustained and expanded, then you become the fulfillment of the Law, and you are like a Great Radiating Sun of Encouragement to others, to try to understand Life and to bring themselves into obedience to It, until they bring the outer world back into the Perfection from whence they first came!

If destructive forces thru increasing their momentum by doing a thing over, and over, and over again, could produce the destructive conditions in the outer world today, then those who hold their attention in the "I AM" Presence and Ourselves, with their calls to Us, can expand their momentum, until It swings the Scale of Balance on to the constructive side. Then, the Light expanding takes Its Eternal Possession of the earth, for you have entered into that Cycle of time wherein destructive forces will, by their very increasing pressure, remove themselves from the Planet. It must be so!

Long has the Cosmic Law waited for the purification of this earth! Long have the Ascended Masters offered Light, Freedom, Beauty, Purity and Perfection from Their Octave of Light; to become the Manifestations in this world that will eventually draw all into Their Perfection also! Long, long have the Great Ones worked with mankind, and Their Continual Conscious Effort of Life, does not fail to produce Its Eternal Result!

I want you to feel how close sometimes, We are with you! I want you to feel and know that We will respond on the instant, to your slightest call to Us. Once you make your call, once you decide upon a constructive manifestation, then stay with it and accept nothing in this Universe but Its Fulfillment, and so shall it be unto you! There is nothing of the Divine Plan that can fail, remem-
ber that! The only thing that can fail is the human discord! Nothing can fail which is in agreement with the Eternal Divine Plan, when the decision is made and nothing ever yielded, no power ever yielded, to anything but the "I AM" Presence, the Ascended Host and the Divine Plan Fulfilled! That is what I want to give you encouragement for tonight! The Divine can never fail, and all the human MUST some day fail! Since discord is of the human, then one day it has got to fail to produce any more manifestations on this earth!

I wish you would remember that, whenever problems seem to weigh heavily upon you. You might say: "Oh, it is a lot easier to say these things than to do them"! I ask you—supposing We didn't say them! Supposing no one told you these Truths, where would you be? Suppose you don't quite agree with everything We say is the Law, where are you without the Encouragement, the Goal, the Perfection, and the Destiny of the Divine Plan of Perfection Fulfilled—from the Ascended Masters' Octave and from your own "Mighty I AM Presence"? If someone didn't stay here and give you Our Words; if Words of Encouragement, Happiness, Peace, Purity and Perfection were not spoken to your ears; and Our Consciousness of Purity, Courage and Power were not radiated into your feelings, where would you be this hour? Because the problem to be met is world wide and of centuries' accumulation, doesn't make the Cosmic Law any the less True in Its Action in the Universe!

Life is governed by Cosmic Law! The Law that governs and holds under Its Control the Energy that fills Infinite Space and governs all Systems of Planets throughout Infinity, is Absolute! Those Manifestations come into outer action, by the direction of Intelligent God Beings and the Action of the Cosmic Law of Energy and Vibration! That Law is ONE throughout this world, ONE throughout Infinite Space, all Worlds and Systems of Worlds!
Since that Law is Inexorable, then the individuals who abide within It, with Love, Devotion and constant attention to It, become Its Mastery, Its Perfection in Manifestation, thru these forms, until they become Ascended! He who holds his attention upon Perfection with a determination to have It and nothing else—will be Its Out-picturing, as surely as that is done! It is possible, for there are Perfect Beings in this Universe who have come from the humanity of this world; and if one can do It, all can do it; for Life is no respector of persons!

The Law of Energy and Vibration varies not, and knows not who uses It. Energy and vibration obey the direction of Individual Beings who have the power of choice; the Free Will to direct that energy where they please and qualify it as they desire! Energy doesn't know whether you are a Saint or serving the shadows! Energy obeys the conscious direction of your Free Will, and if you were to qualify every thought, feeling, word, and all energy that ever went forth from you with the Luminosity of the Ascended Masters' Octave, Its Light would stand around you and would one day, come to the point where that would be a Visible Light around your physical forms and also visible to the physical sight of the rest of mankind! It is but a matter of maintaining Harmony and increasing the momentum to the point, where the pressure expands into the ethers around you and Light acknowledged reveals Itself!

You have seen many people who look like they had something dark around them, and you have seen others who look like the body was almost ready to be self-luminous. Well, what makes the difference? The Light, doesn’t it? Well, if one person can concentrate and produce the Light and the other person concentrates on the other things and produces darkness, then your Free Will is the controlling Power!

Do you know, this sounds like a peculiar statement,
and yet it is the Law. When you hold your attention to your own "Mighty I AM Presence," the Ascended Host, upon the Light and keep calling It into outer action everywhere, you become that Light to the outer world, do you not? You become the Out-picturing of more of Its Qualities? If you can manifest some of Its Qualities, you can manifest them all! It is only a matter of time and application! Not so much time as the intensity of your application; but NOT with tension!

Now, if you can call forth the Light and were to charge everything that goes forth from you many times a day, with Luminosity from the Ascended Masters' Octave, the Out-pouring from Our Octave, would be just as if It were a Great Funnel, with the small end down; and you standing within it, were drawing more and more of that Substance of Light in and around yourselves! You could live within that, be so conscious of the Light as It intensified around you; and so occupied within It, that you would not be aware of what is taking place in the discord of the outer world.

Thru the Expansion of your own Light or that which you draw from the Ascended Masters' Octave, the Radiation could go forth that would still one discord after another and dissolve it; until your Light would extend farther and farther. If many others would do that, it would cover the earth and all discord disappear; but until you get to that point, you could yet move insulated within it, carry on your activities, and act in the outer world and not be of it.

You know Jesus said: "The Light shineth in the darkness and the darkness comprehendeth it not." Now in the midst of the outer world's discord today, you, the "I AM" Students of Light abide. You have, everyone of you, by your own conscious application, drawn forth the Light within your bodies and your atmosphere, to the point where your bodies have been changed to greater
Perfection, than you had before you came into the Light. There isn’t any one of you whose bodies are in the same condition they were before you came into the Light! THERE ISN’T ANY ONE OF YOU WHOSE BODIES ARE IN THE SAME CONDITION THEY WERE BEFORE YOU CAME INTO THIS LIGHT! If you can attain that within five to eight years, which most of you have done in this Activity, with all the accumulation of the ages up to that point; then what couldn’t you do in the next eight or ten years? You have a tremendous momentum!

Everything in the future Cycle is in agreement with that which you desire of Perfection. Everything that is of discord is opposed to the Law of the Incoming Cycle! So as your Light intensifies, more of the Pressure from Our Octave can be blazed into you and poured around you; until It reaches out and like a Sun dissolves a fog, The Light Substance from Our Octave, which is Changeless Ever-expanding Perfection—I mean changeless as to quality, but Ever-expanding as to quantity—can flood into this world; until It reaches the point of saturation and the Qualities of all the shadows have been consumed by the Light.

Just as you change the qualities in many substances of the outer world by putting some other substance with them, just so can you change by your call to Us, the conditions and the qualities in the world around you! We have given this example before, and I want to show you, how often it is acting. You can take a dried-up sponge, and when it is hard and dry and squeezed together, it is not much good to you, is it? You can’t do much with it. Place it under a faucet and let it absorb the water, and the qualities that are in the water enter into the substance of the sponge! The water has made it something which you can manipulate to cleanse. The water has so changed its qualities, that you are able to use that
which you could not use before. Well, just so, can the Substance of Light from Our Octave; the Substance from the Secret Love Star; Our Luminous Presence and Personal Rays; the Flame of Love from Our Hearts; and the Action of the Cosmic Light Substance—that "Light of God that never fails," be drawn from Our Ascended Master Octave of Light into everything that you contact, until It compels all qualities to change into that which produces Perfection.

I want you to feel the Authority of Light, the moment you desire the Power of Light to change conditions! If you take your stand, then you give Us the opportunity to release the Cosmic Pressure into your own Life Stream's Action, as It goes forth to bring into manifestation that for which you call.

Now remember, please use this phrase often, and I trust I may impress it upon you in Letters of Living Light that you will never forget it: "All human discord must fail, and the Light of God never fails! The Divine never fails! Divine qualities never fail, but the human always shall! You might say: "Well, how is it then, that sometimes wonderful constructive activities and people are destroyed by that which is destructive?" You may temporarily change an outer manifestation, but you cannot judge by that, what Life will do at the Inner Level, to bring forth an Action that overthrows the whole thing and turns everything ultimately into Perfection. When It does that, then It has never failed and never will!

The world of human manifestation is as restless and changing as the waves of the ocean; and it never ceases its action until the Authority and Power of Life is released, thru the use of the Great Creative Word "I AM," which says: "Peace be still" and It is made manifest! Your Beloved Master Jesus before His Ascension, released the Power that stilled the Waves. If one part of Life can do that, every part of Life can do it, if the
same Attention, Harmony and Application are concentrated at the conscious command of an individual! There was tremendous energy in those waves, and when Jesus spoke to them, that energy was obedient to His Conscious Command! Just so, may you speak to every human creation! When it becomes troublesome, speak to that human discord like you would to a thing or to an animal and say: “Peace be still!” Say that in the Name of the “Mighty I AM Presence” and all Powers of Light, and it must be so!

You are using the Authority of your Life Streams all the time, to do what you want to do, day after day, after day! You get up in the morning, and say: “I am going to have breakfast,” and you most usually do—don’t you? You make tremendous effort to see that you get your breakfast, I am quite sure you do! Then at lunch, you make more effort to get what you want! Then at dinner you do it again! When you get very tired you say: “I am going to bed,” and you do!

When you say: “I am determined mankind shall be Free! for mankind shall be released from this destruction” and then stay with it, with the same determination that you get your breakfast, it will come to pass; and We shall see that it does; for We love you with a Love that as yet, you cannot comprehend; but rest assured, that every Decree which is given for the whole, We take up and amplify it without limit, to bless you forever, every time you give those Decrees; until the Expanding Light has taken from mankind the remembrance and the capacity, to ever again use the consciousness and substance of this Universe to do anything destructive!

The human discord which has been drawn around mankind’s Life Streams, is not innate within Life! Therefore, it has got to fail! Every bit of discord MUST fail! The Power and Authority of Light is Eternal and Supreme! Just bless It, use It, draw It forth and speak
to all which is human in the Authority of the Divine and command It to be no more! Then, you shall be Free and the Heavens will pour to you Life’s Choicest Gifts! Every Being of Light in this Universe, will come to assist you, when you are determined that all Life shall be Free from all human qualities!

I want you to make the distinction, while We are on that subject, between the outer activity and the human! You can have an Outer Activity of your Life Stream thru your intellect, feeling and action moving in this outer world; and qualify it with Harmony and Perfection, yet it has nothing to do with the human! The human, as We use the term, means discordant! It is possible to draw forth the Harmony of Life into outer action, while yet unascended and give Our Blessing to Life; but it takes conscious determination to make that manifest, and the human qualities to be no more! Yet Life will answer you and sustain your calls!

You are the most privileged people on earth this hour! May the Power which has gone thru your bodies, while These Words are spoken into the atmosphere, be expanded by the Cosmic Light Substance from the Ascended Masters and keep on expanding, until it floods the city and the government; until It drenches the earth and saturates all things with Eternally Sustained, Ever-Expanding Perfection, Substance and Power of Light from Our Octave, until the Divine is all that remains!

I haven’t consented to help guard the destiny of America, without an Eternal Determination that her Freedom shall come to pass, and be sustained throughout the ages! America is the “Cup of Light” to the World! If all the energy and substance, the energy of her people and the substance within her borders, were qualified with Light, Blessing and Perfection to the rest of the world, what think you, would be the manifestation within the borders of this Glorious Land? What think you would
be the experiences of these blessed people, were her energy and substance qualified with Light and the Consciousness of the Ascended Masters?

“I AM” here to help draw more of that Substance, Light and Perfection in, thru and around everyone of you and your Life Streams; for your Freedom and the Freedom of all you hold near and dear; and thru you, to fill “America’s Cup” with the Light which is the Sustaining Power of Perfection to the earth! May her Light expand with such speed, that It compels every destructive force to fail and fail quickly throughout America and the world; and be dissolved and consumed by the Light as if it had never been!

Oh, beloved ones, you are the People of the Light! You are Saint Germain’s Family of Light! We have all been His Children! Therefore, the energy of His Life Stream has become ONE with the Life Stream of every one of you precious ones under This Radiation! You are Part of His Heart’s Flame! He will never forget you! He will never cease loving you, until you are Free!

We ask you to draw His Qualities and the Qualities of the other Ascended Masters into your minds, your bodies, your affairs, and those of your loved ones; until They live thru you Their Perfection; until They walk the earth thru you and release Their Authority, Power and Perfection everywhere; until Life is at last raised out of all human qualities; until they have been dissolved and their records blasted from the Universe, never again to be remembered in creation! Is that not the Great Mercy of Life; is that not the Greatest Love which can come to human beings, when the Great Powers of Light, the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Ascended Host, say to every Life Stream: “We are not concerned with your mistakes—the shadows, the whys nor the wherefores of what has been wrong. Let Us help you to dissolve them all! Let Us help you dissolve all that has been wrong!
Hold Our Hands! Face the Light, and for the rest of Eternity, you have the opportunity to go into the Light and BE Its Perfection; Its Authority and Power of Manifestation in Eternal Invincible Freedom.

That is the Goal and Destiny of every Life Stream on this earth forever! Just turn away from the shadows, and be so close in Our Hearts’ Love of the Light, that the very Perfection flowing forth and Radiating thru you, will be evidence to the world, that the Light is Its Own Defense, and those who love and accept the Ascended Masters, become Their Qualities in action, while yet unascended. Then, mankind is compelled to admit It and become raised into that same Perfection thru association with you and Radiation from you. That is your privilege this hour, to be the Out-pouring of Light, Courage, Strength and Power, and all that is Divine wherever you happen to be, until there is nothing human can act in this world!

The Great Ones have loved you thru the centuries! Now, may you become Their Love and Their Light to the rest of mankind! Love all by the Love from your “I AM” Presence and the Ascended Masters’ Octave; and draw all into that Harmony which raises them out of the shadows and shows them the Goal ahead, which is worth everything you have ever experienced! It is the satisfying Presence of the greatest ambition ever felt by unascended beings. You who want to accomplish the great things of Life, must have ambition; but that ambition should be the Out-pouring of Perfection in Power of such Magnitude that like a great magnet, It draws the attention of mankind to Life, and raises It into Its Own Glory, Its Freedom and Its Victory forever! The shadows must forever fail, but the Light, ALL that is Divine, remains forever Supreme!

I stand by to give you everything My Heart contains! I will withhold nothing from My Octave of Light, which
can assist you to the Freedom that your hearts crave and which you must one day become! "I AM" so grateful to our Precious Bond and Sally, those two blessed children of Eternal Youth and Beauty! All of you, may you become children of Eternal Youth and Beauty! May My Love and Protection to you; may My Care and Blessings to you; may all the Wealth that I know how to release to you, come into your use, to give you the Happiness and the Perfection which is within the Light; to expand Saint Germain's "I AM" Activities, until they have covered the earth; until their Light and their Blessing, have become the Sanctuary into which everyone comes, to be at rest and forever Free in the Love of His Heart which He has given to Us all!

May the Obedience which "I AM," the Self-control and the Mastery of the Light which "I AM," hold you close within Its Great Masterful Presence; and make you feel Its Authority and Power; that you may wield all the Powers from your Presence and those conferred upon you by the Ascended Masters, to expand the Light and to lift every Life Stream that you contact into this Light; until all are Free within Its Heart forever!

May We pour to you and Freedom's Alabaster City of Light tonight, all the Love and the Power of Obedience to the Light; to make all that is Divine, reign Supreme; compel the shadows to fade out as mist before the morning Sun and the Victory of Light hold Its Dominion and raise all into Its Happiness forever!

I thank you, I love you, I bless you! May My Love hold you secure within the Light, and give you every joy in creation, until your Ascension!

I thank you.
THE HAND OF MY PRESENCE

HE HAND OF MY PRESENCE!
(Repeat after each line)

Is blazing with Light!
Makes me all Its Might!
Is God's Cosmic Love!
Lifts me NOW above!
Now blazes thru mine!
Holds all here as thine!
Frees all I hold dear!
Heals thru me all here!
Makes me ALL its Light!
Is my Vict'ry's Might!
Is God's full Release!
Makes me Cosmic Peace!
Is acting thru me!
Illumines, sets Free!
Protects all I love!
Guides my every move!
Gives ALL Victory!
Sets all of us Free!
Makes Miracles come thru!
Does all that I do!
Is my Cosmic Power!
Controls all each hour!
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Perfection compels!
Is where God’s Love dwells!
Authority is!
Is God’s—all is His!
Makes me all “I AM”!
Is in Full Command!
Now reaches clear thru!
Is held out to you!
“I AM” evermore!
I ever adore!
Holds me (us) in God’s Heart!
Is mine at the start!
The Cosmic “I AM”!
Is covering my hand!
Releases Its Flame!
Does all in God’s Name!
Precipitates NOW!
Makes all human bow!
“I AM” THAT “I AM”!
Is God’s Full Command!
Compels ALL to see!
Controls all in me!
Is God’s Cosmic Might!
Frees all to God’s Height!

CHANERA
MOST RECENT AND
UNPUBLISHED DECREES

3 PREAMBLES

1. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, and
   Charge (3), Establish, Seal, Fire (3) and Cover
   all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities; our Beloved
   Don; All the Younger Generation; All in the
   National Defense; Our Beloved Americas; All our
   Beloved Attorneys and Accountants; Ourselves and
   all under This Radiation—in Oceans of the Cosmic
   Violet Consuming Flame of a Thousand Suns! Fire
   us awake! Blast us free and make us all Thy Cosmic
   Violet Flame and Victory!
   Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
   etc. (Blue Ray Form)
   * * * *

2. In the Name, Love, Wisdom, Power and Authority
   of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” and all Great
   Beings, Powers and Legions of Light which “I AM”
   without limit, we call directly to the Heart Center
   of Creation—the Great Central Sun, the “Mighty
   I AM Presence” and Higher Mental Body of every
   human being on earth; directly to the Heart of our
   Physical Sun, all Great Beings, Powers and Legions
   of Light!
   OH GOD HAVE MERCY ON ALL MAN-KIND! (3)
   And STOP (3) all their mistakes today
   and forever!
   (Repeat 1 after each line)
   Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
   By God’s Own Hand! (3)
By God's Blue Ray! (3)
Do it today! (3)
Do it to stay! (3)
God forever hold sway (3) or (9)
"I AM" forever hold sway! (3) or (9)
"I AM" (3) By God "I AM"! the
Only Presence Acting, NOW and for all
Eternity! (1)

* * * *

3. "I AM" (3) THE COSMIC FLAME OF COSMIC MERCY—in action!
"I AM" (3) THE COSMIC FLAME OF COSMIC MERCY'S attraction!
"I AM" (3) THE COSMIC FLAME OF COSMIC MERCY'S Protection!
"I AM" (3) THE COSMIC FLAME OF COSMIC MERCY'S Perfection!
"I AM" (3) THE COSMIC FLAME OF COSMIC MERCY'S Direction!
"I AM" (3) THE COSMIC FLAME OF COSMIC MERCY'S Selection!
"I AM" (3) THE COSMIC FLAME OF COSMIC MERCY'S Attention!
"I AM" (3) THE COSMIC FLAME OF COSMIC MERCY'S Prevention!

Of anything and everything human acting until the Victory of our Ascension; reigning supreme forever—in, thru and around all Saint Germain's "I AM" Activities; Our Beloved Don; All the Younger Generation; All in the National Defense; Our Beloved Americas; All our Beloved Attorneys and Accountants; Ourselves and all under This Radiation; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without
limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right now, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)
(Repeat after each line)
Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)
etc. (Blue Ray Form)
* * * *

Use the above form for:

a. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Unfed Flame in action;
b. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Light in action;
c. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Spinning Violet Flame in action;
d. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Power in action;
e. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Freedom in action;
f. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Victory of a Thousand Suns in action;
g. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Wealth of a Thousand Suns in action;
h. "I AM" (3) The Limitless Invincible Legions of Light in action;
i. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Purity from the Heart of the Mighty Elohim of Purity in action;
j. "I AM" (3) The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Peace from the Heart of the Mighty Elohim of Peace in action;
k. "I AM" The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Mercy from the Heart of Beloved Quan Yin in action;

4. "I AM" (3) By God "I AM"; free from all projections; today and forever!
Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)
e tc.
Same as above
Use the above form for the following:

a. Free from all fear; today and forever;
b. Free from all excess taxes; today and forever;
c. Free from all hypnotic control and suggestions; today and forever;
d. The annihilation of all that is not of the Light in the coming election;
f. All Saint Germain's Cosmic Freedom; today and forever;
g. All Victory's Victory; today and forever;
h. All of Hercules' Cosmic Protection; today and forever;
i. All the Light I desire to bring forth, now made manifest with Full Power; today and forever;
j. All the “I AM” Miraculous Healing Music of the Spheres I desire to bring forth, now made manifest with Full Power; today and forever;
k. Freedom from all war; today and forever;
l. All Saint Germain's Cosmic Freedom for our Beloved Don, all the Younger Generation and all in the National Defense; today and forever;
m. The Cosmic Divine Plan fulfilled, reigning supreme now, in thru and around our Beloved Don—etc.; today and forever;

* * * *

5. “I AM” (3) By God “I AM”!
All Hercules’ Cosmic Protection for our Beloved Don, all American Flyers and all in the National Defense; today and forever

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

Same as above
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Use the above form for:

a. All the Cosmic Light of God that never fails, REIGNING SUPREME NOW in, thru and around our Beloved Don, etc.
b. The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Mercy, REIGNING SUPREME NOW, etc.
c. The Cosmic Divine Plan fulfilled, REIGNING SUPREME NOW, etc.
d. All the Silent Watcher's Cosmic Flame and Power of the Cosmic Silence, REIGNING SUPREME NOW, etc.
e. All Don's and all the Younger Generation's Cosmic Obedience, God-Victorious Self-control, Management and Mastery, REIGNING SUPREME NOW, etc.
f. The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Health, REIGNING SUPREME NOW, etc.
g. The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Purity, REIGNING SUPREME NOW, etc.
h. The Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Peace, REIGNING SUPREME NOW, etc.

* * * *

6. "I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM"! the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Forgiveness in all mankind!

   Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)
   etc.
   Same as above

Use the same form for:

a. All Victory in those cases;
b. The Cosmic Protection for which we call;
c. The Cosmic Wealth for which we call;
d. The Cosmic Health for which we call;
e. The Cosmic Love for which we call;
f. The Cosmic Light for which we call;
g. The Cosmic Power for which we call;

h. America’s Ascended Master Protection for which we call;

i. The Precipitated Temple of Jade for which we call;

j. ALL Freedom from all stop orders on the mails;

k. The Instantaneous Precipitation for which we call;

l. Ray-O-Light’s Absolute Fearlessness for which we call;

m. The Cosmic Purity for which we call;

n. The Cosmic Peace for which we call;

o. The Cosmic Mercy for which we call;

p. Their Cosmic Protection (“I AM” Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and Study Groups);

q. The Cosmic Expansion and Divine Plan fulfilled;

r. Their Cosmic Harmony;

s. Their Cosmic Victory;

* * * *

7. “I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”!

a. The instantaneous annihilation of all hypnotic control and suggestion in, thru, around or driven against all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities, etc.;

b. Always charged with ten times more Herculean Strength and Energy than I require until the moment of my Ascension;

c. Same for Cosmic Harmony;

Same for Cosmic Wealth, Opulence and Supply of every good thing;

d. Free from all those cases, today and forever;

e. The Visible, Tangible Presence of the Ascended Masters for whom we call;

f. The Most Heavenly Power and Protection of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings REIGNING SUPREME NOW with Full Power, in,
thru and around all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities, etc.;
g. The Most Heavenly, Miraculous Healing Power of our “I AM” Music of the Spheres, REIGNING SUPREME NOW in, thru and around all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities, etc.;
h. The Most Dynamic Purifying Power of the Violet Consuming Flame of a Thousand Suns, REIGNING SUPREME NOW with Full Power in, thru and around all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities, etc.;

* * * *

8. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, and STOP (3) Drive (3) and Bind all death ray and destructive supersonic machines within Mighty Astrea’s Circle and Sword of Blue Flame of a Thousand Suns; and Annihilate (3) them all—cause, effect, record and memory, before they can act, approach or encroach upon Life longer and replace them by all Saint Germain’s Eternal, Invincible Freedom, Victory, Purity, Security and Service to the Light; His Divine Plan Fulfilled; the Cosmic Unfed Flame from the Seven Mighty Kumaras; and the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love and Joy’s Perfection; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

Same as above

* * * *

9. “I AM” (3) BY GOD “I AM”! the Visible, Tangible Presence of the Ascended Masters for which we call, that now sweeps thruout America; fires the people awake! Blasts them free and makes them the
Ascended Master Nation and Victory; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
etc.
Same as above

* * * *

10. “I AM” (3) the Presence of the Mighty Elohim of Purity that now walks thru all military camps, commands and compels Silence, Peace, Purity and Obedience to the “I AM”; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
etc.
Same as above

Use above form for:

a. “I AM” (3) the Presence of the Seven Fold Flame of the Seven Mighty Elohim that now walks thru every human being in America, commands and compels that Sacred Fire to hold Dominion; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW; and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

b. “I AM” (3) the Cosmic Unfed Flame from the Seven Mighty Kumaras that now walks thru every human being in America, commands and compels that Cosmic Power of the Three times Three to hold Dominion; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

Same as above
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11. “I AM” (3) the Resurrection and the Life of the Ascended Masters’ Cosmic Divine Plan Fulfilled, that now walks the earth thru all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities; Our Beloved Don; all the Younger Generation; all in the National Defense; Our Beloved Americas; All our Beloved Attorneys and Accountants; Ourselves and all under This Radiation; Fires us awake! Blasts us free and makes us all Its Power, Freedom, Protection, Perfection and Victory; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever, in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

Same as above

* * * *

12. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, and STOP (3), Drive (3) and bind all hypnotic control and suggestion, all viciousness, destruction and intended destruction, injustice and persecution; all intrigue, treachery, plans, traps, activities and hell and intended hell in the coming election; back into the brains and bodies of its creators and claws; and COMPEL (3) Divine Judgment to descend and take its toll this instant—and Annihilate (3) it all, cause, effect, record and memory before it can act, approach or encroach upon the American people; and REPLACE it NOW by all Saint Germain’s Eternal, Invincible Cosmic Freedom, Victory, Purity, Security and Service to the Light; His Divine Plan Fulfilled; the Cosmic Flame from the Seven Mighty Kumaras, and the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love and Joy’s Perfection; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)
13. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, and STOP (3), Drive (3) and Bind all delay and interference, all deceit and false appearance in all transportation, communication, the necessities of Life and all accommodations of the Light, back into the brains and bodies of its creators and claws; and COMPEL (3) Divine Judgment to descend . . . .
etc.

14. OH GOD HAVE MERCY ON AMERICA! (3)
(repeat after each line)

And STOP (3) all war by Light today and forever!
Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
etc.

OH GOD HAVE MERCY ON AMERICA! (3)
And STOP (3) all communistic activities in America coming into outer action!
Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
etc.
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15. Say to your Presence in Great Love and Devotion:

OPEN YOUR HEART and speak to me!
OPEN YOUR HEART and make me see!
OPEN YOUR HEART and set me free!
OPEN YOUR HEART and make me ALL
Your Victory!

Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)  
etc.

* * * *

16. EXPAND, EXPAND AND FOREVER EXPAND
all Hercules’ Cosmic Protection of the Seven Fold
Blue Flame and the Wall of Blue Flame of a Thou-
sand Suns in, thru and around all Saint Germain’s
“I AM” Activities; Our Beloved Don; All the
Younger Generation; All in the National Defense;
Our Beloved Americas; All our Beloved Attorneys
and Accountants; Ourselves and all under This
Radiation; sustained and expanding by the Sacred
Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty
Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)  
etc.

Same as above

Use the above form for:

a. Expand, expand and forever expand Saint Ger-
main’s Divine Plan Fulfilled in, thru and around
all His “I AM” Activities, etc.

b. Expand, expand and forever expand Thy Cosmic
Wealth of a Thousand Suns in, thru and around
all Saint Germain’s “I AM” activities—etc.

c. Expand, expand and forever expand all our Cos-
ic Gratitude of a Thousand Suns in, thru and
around all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities—
etc.
d. Expand, expand and forever expand the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love’s Protection in, thru and around all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities— etc.
e. Expand, expand and forever expand the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love’s Perfection in, thru and around all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities— etc.
f. Expand, expand and forever expand the Cosmic Unfed Flame of a Thousand Suns in, thru and around all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities— etc.
g. Expand, expand and forever expand all Cosmic Wealth in, thru and around us! etc.
h. Expand, expand and forever expand the Cosmic Flame of the Cosmic Silence in, thru and around us! etc.

Use this same form for:
Our Beloved Don, all the American Flyers and all in the National Defense!

* * * *

17. In the Name, Love, Wisdom, Power and Authority of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” all Great Beings, Powers and Legions of Light, which “I AM” without limit, we say to........................................................

NO! (1) YOU HAVE NO POWER (3)
(Repeat 1 after each of the following lines)

By the “Mighty I AM”! (3)
By God’s Own Hand! (3)
By God’s Blue Ray! (3)
And do it today! (3)
And do it to stay! (3)

God forever hold sway! (3) or (9)

“I AM” forever hold sway! (3) or (9)

“I AM” (3) By God “I AM,” the Only Presence acting; NOW and for all Eternity! (1)
Fill in space with the following:

a. All our limitations, problems, struggles, human desires, habits and feelings;

b. All human veils, human plans, human law and human appearance;

c. All regimentation, rationing and interference with the Constitutional Rights of the American people;

d. All hypnotic control and suggestions in, thru, around or driven against all Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities—etc.

e. All plans, ways and means of sustaining that war;

f. All legal action against Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities;

g. All that attempts to create discord in our “I AM” Study Groups and student body;

h. All delay and interference, all deceit and false appearance in, thru, around or driven against all America’s transportation, communication, supply of the necessities of Life to our people and accommodations of the Light;

i. All interference with or destruction of this season’s crops;

j. All ways and means of holding American prisoners in foreign lands;

k. All hypnotic control, riots, strikes and martial law intended for America and her people;

l. All that is not of the Light!

** **

18. BELOVED MIGHTY ELOHIM OF PURITY!

COME NOW! Charge (3), Establish, Seal, Fire (3) and Cover........................................ in Your Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Power, Protection and Purity! Fire all awake! Blast all Free and make them ALL Your Cosmic Flame and Purity; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without limit; today
and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)
Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)
etc.

Same as above

Fill in space with:

a. The coming election;
b. All military camps;
c. The City of Chicago—(any city);
d. All legislation, courts of law and legal procedure of our land;
e. All America’s transportation, communication and supply of the necessities of Life to her people and accommodations of the Light;
f. All American business;
g. All America’s financial activities;
h. All those cases;
i. All hypnotic control, suggestion, riots, strikes and martial law intended for America;
j. All American prisoners in foreign lands;
k. All hospitals, etc.;
l. The Three Americas, their people and their resources;
m. All Incoming Children;

* * * *

19. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, and STOP (3) all action and reaction of all obstruction we have ever placed in the Pathway of Life’s Perfection; past or present; known or unknown; and Annihilate (3) it all—cause, effect, record and memory before it can act, approach or encroach upon Life longer; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and REPLACE it by Saint Germain’s Eternal, Invincible Cosmic Freedom, Victory, Purity, Security and Service to the Light; His Divine Plan Fulfilled; the Cosmic Unfed Flame from the
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Seven Mighty Kumaras; and the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love’s and Joy’s Perfection; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

e tc.

Same as above

* * * *

20. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, and

Establish permanently in, thru and around me (us or any person, place, condition or thing) the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love’s Perfection and Protection; and with every breath and every heart beat sweep it forth thru every person, place, condition within Our Land, then throughout the world. Annihilate (3) all hypnotic control and suggestions; all viciousness, hatred, anger, jealousy, criticism, judgment, condemnation, blame, egotism, conceit, deceit, stubbornness, selfishness, discord and every other human quality within mankind. Replace it by Saint Germain’s Eternal, Invincible, Cosmic Freedom, Victory, — etc. (Repeat after each line)

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

e tc.

Same as above

* * * *

21. “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE” AND BELOVED CASSIOPEIA!

CHARGE (3) forth thru the mental and feeling world of all mankind Your Seven Fold Flame of Cosmic Wisdom and Cosmic Love with enough Pressure of the Cosmic Light to compel them to LET GO of all destructive thoughts, desires and habits of every kind. REPLACE those feelings with the Ascended Masters’ Illumination and the Cosmic
Flame of Cosmic Love and Joy’s Perfection; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)
Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
etc.
Same as above
* * * *

22. “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE” AND BELOVED CASSIOPEIA!

Blaze Your Seven Fold Flame of Cosmic Wisdom and Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love into me and my affairs and illumine everything concerning the Divine Plan of my Life Stream; today and forever!
Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
etc.
Same as above
* * * *

“MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE” AND BELOVED CASSIOPEIA!

I call on the Law of Forgiveness for the existence of any thought or feeling in this Universe that is less than the Perfection of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings! In the Name, Love, Wisdom, Power and Authority of my “Mighty I AM Presence” I command the annihilation of all that has limited any part of Life and all destructive etheric records in my being and world. Replace all destructively qualified energy by the Seven Fold Flame of Cosmic Wisdom that holds Its Full Directing Authority over my attention, thoughts and feelings forever!
Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
etc.
23. "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE," GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS AND GREAT COSMIC BEINGS! ALL GREAT BEINGS FROM OUT THE GREAT CENTRAL SUN!

Charge (3) forth from the Great Central Sun Rhythmic Pulsations and Explosions of the Violet Consuming Flame and the Cosmic Blue Lightning in, thru and around.........................., and STOP (3).......................... action; cause, effect, record and memory from the Universe forever! REPLACE it with the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love and Mercy; sustained and expanding by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke right NOW, and MANIFEST NOW! (3)

Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

Same as above

Fill in space with:

a. In, thru and around all human creation around every Life Stream;
b. Into every selfish creation around myself and every human being on earth;
c. Into all riots, strikes and martial law intended for America;
d. Into every communistic activity in Our Land;
e. Into every military camp;
f. Into all National Defense activities;
g. Into every battle field on the planet;
h. Into all penal institutions;
i. Into every activity of war;
j. Into.........(any locality where disturbance starts);
k. Into all courts of law in this land;
l. Into ...........(any city or nation);
m. Into the Three Americas;
o. All destructive legislation and legal procedure in Our Land;
OF THE SPHERES

In order to help all "I AM" Students to produce greater Perfection in our musical activities, we are asking all who read music to please sing from the music copy while singing in your Groups. This will enable you to sing correct time value to each note. This will help those who do not read music to sing correctly too, so when the large classes are held, the singing will be uniform and accurate.

This will be of great benefit when recorded by the large groups, for then, every Life-Stream in those groups will be an OPEN DOOR, thru which the Light and Sacred Fire can pour into the entire music, which is built up each time those songs are sung.

Thus the Life-stream of everyone who sings on those records will be able to sing thru Its Blessings every time those records are used; and thus expand the Cosmic Light and Sacred Fire thru our Music of the Spheres to bless mankind continually.

There is no greater service to the Light which we can give, than to pour out thru our "I AM" Music of the Spheres our continual ever-expanding Blessings and Purity to all Life everywhere forever.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
PROTECTION
OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this Instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED — FOREVER — that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
OUR NEW MUSIC
THE LOVE STAR

It is our very great joy and privilege to announce the release of the "LOVE STAR" (Refrain)—to be used at the close of each Study Group, just before the students leave the auditorium.

It can be sung or played, but preferably sung three times whenever possible with Love and gratitude pouring out to the "Mighty I AM Presence," all the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings of Light while singing.

The first time sing it for the protection and Blessing of all under This Radiation!

The second time sing it especially for the Blessing and protection of our Beloved Don, all the Younger Generation and all in the National Defense!

The third time sing it for the Blessing and protection of the Three Americas and all mankind.

The Cover design on this piece of Music portrays a nine-pointed star, representing the Love Star and was painted by our beloved May DaCamara, whom we love, thank and bless for her service to the Light.

Price per copy . . . $1.00—Plus shipping charges.
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I
By Godfré Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50 — Shipping charges 40c

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II
By Godfré Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume III
By the Ascended Master Saint Germain and Other Ascended Masters
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES, Volume V
Parts 1 and 2
By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75 — Shipping charges 40c

THE ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES, Volume VI
By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $2.75 — Shipping charges 40c

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume VII
By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume VIII
By the Great Divine Director
Containing twenty-five Discourses, with two color plates, dictated by the Great Divine Director, before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS
By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations
Price $1.00 — Shipping charges 35c

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDERS
Loose-Leaf Binder in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. To hold special "I AM" Decrees and Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which holds about 150 leaves (300 pages). Price $1.25—Shipping charges 40c
Loose-leaf Decrees and songs (2 pages) 1½c per leaf. Shipping charges extra
"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"

Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning with February 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with January 1944.

Subscription price America $4.00. Single Copy 40c
In other countries $4.50 Single Copy 45c

CHART OF THE MAGIC PRESENCE

A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation; showing each individual's relationship to his own Individualized God Presence—the "Mighty 'I AM'."

Size—5½x8½. Price 25c—Shipping charges 5c
Size—12x21. Price $1.00—Shipping charges 20c
On Heavy Linen 30x52. Price $12.00—Shipping charges Prepaid

CHARTS AND FLAMES IN ACTION

Above Charts mechanically animated—Size 30x52. Price $225.00
Violet Flame mechanically animated—Size 30x52. Price $225.00
(Shipping charges extra)

At Present only large Flames and large Charts are available.

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN

Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.

Size 12x16. Price each $2.00—Shipping charges 35c

Sepia Color, Size 19x24, $10.00
Sepia Color, Size 24x32, $20.00

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD

Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.

Size 8x10 Price each $2.50 Shipping charges 45c
Size 11x14 Price each $3.50 Shipping charges 50c
Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
Size 30x40 Price each $25.00 Express charges collect
Profile Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
DECREE BOOKLETS
Small Booklets containing Decrees compiled for individual or Study Group use. Marvelous results are being made manifest in building a momentum thru constant use of these Booklets:
1. Opulence and Supply
2. Violet Flame and Healing
3. "I AM" America's Freedom
4. "I AM" Light Decrees
5. Purpose of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities (Small booklet giving short resumé of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities.)
6. Our Messenger's "I AM" Speaks
7. Light My World
Price of these Booklets each 30c, plus shipping charges; with the exception of Nos. 1, 5 and 7. Present supply of No. 1 will be sold for 20c each, plus shipping charges. No. 5 sells for 15c each, plus shipping charges. No. 7, Light My World, sells for 40c each.

PLAYBACKS AND RECORDS
We will notify you as soon as our next order of Playbacks is released. Playback records are available. This applies to the new 33 1/3 RPM Blue Transparent Records containing Mrs. Ballard's talks on the Law of Life and Its Application, and the Musical Playback Records as listed hereafter.
Price Playback Records $5.25 each—Shipping charges extra
(Note: All Playback Records are sold direct from the Santa Fé Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
\[ \begin{align*}
 N 100-A & \quad \text{Song of the Violet Flame (Duet)} \quad \text{Lotus Ray King, Harp} \\
 N 100-B & \quad \text{Lotus My Love} \quad \text{Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ} \\
 N 101-A & \quad \text{Goddess of Purity (Duet)} \quad \text{Lotus Ray King, Harp} \\
 N 101-B & \quad \text{Silent Sentinel (Duet)} \quad \text{Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ} \\
 N 102-A & \quad \text{"I AM" Decrees—Part I} \quad \text{September 1941 Shrine Class} \\
 N 102-B & \quad \text{"I AM" Decrees—Part II} \quad \text{September 1941 Shrine Class} \\
 N 200-A & \quad \text{Light of My Heart (Duet)} \quad \text{Lotus Ray King, Harp} \\
 N 200-B & \quad \text{Rose of Light (Duet)} \quad \text{Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ}
\end{align*} \]
202-A  Son of Light (Duet) ..................................................................................... Lotus Ray King, Harp
202-B  Call to Light (Duet) .................................................................................. Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

203-A  Rainbow Rays (Duet) .................................................................................. Lotus Ray King, Harp
203-B  Oh, World Victorious (Duet) ....................................................................... Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

505-A  America Our Own Beloved Land ................................................................ Sung by Minute Men of Saint Germain
505-B  Silent Sentinel ................................................................................................

1000-A  "I AM" Come (Duet) ................................................................................. Lotus Ray King, Harp
1000-B  Dedication .................................................................................................. Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

Price of Record No. 1000 is $2.65—Shipping Charges extra.

RR-1201  Invocation. .............................................................................................. Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald Ray King
RR-1202  Contemplation (Silent Night) Harp ......................................................... Mrs. Ballard

RR-1203  Benediction ............................................................................................ Mrs. Ballard and Donald Ray King
RR-1247  Contemplation (Nearer My God to Thee) Harp ....................................... Mrs. Ballard

3300-A  Invocation No. 1 (Shrine Class) ............................................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3300-B  Invocation No. 2 (Shrine Class) ............................................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard

3301-A  Benediction (Shrine Class) ........................................................................ Mr. G. W. Ballard
3301-B  Benediction (Shrine Class) ........................................................................ Mr. G. W. Ballard

3302-A  Invocation (Shrine Class) ........................................................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3302-B  There Is No Death (Shrine Class) ............................................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard

* 3303-A  Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) ....................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-B  Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) ....................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-C  Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) ....................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-D  Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) ....................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-E  Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) ....................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-F  Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) ....................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard

*(The 3303 Series comprises one afternoon's talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set.)

* 3304-A  Invocation and Explanation of the Chart ................................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard
3304-B  Invocation and Explanation of the Chart ................................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard
3304-C  Invocation and Explanation of the Chart ................................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard
3304-D  Invocation and Explanation of the Chart ................................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard
This Truth, Love and Harmony

True Understanding of Divine Love

Calling the Presence

Helping All Mankind

Invocation (Shrine Class)

Benediction (Shrine Class)

Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938

Invocation (Shrine Class)

Benediction (Shrine Class)

Instruction for Purifying Food

Blessing of All Food

*NOTE: (The 3304 Series and the 3310 Series are each one afternoon's talks and should be sold together.)

The above records are suitable for individual use or for contemplation in "I AM" Study Groups.

All Records are sold and shipped direct from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc. Use checks, drafts, Express Money Orders, but no P.O.M.O.'s. Make Payable to the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

Price all Phonograph and Victrola Records each (double faced) made of Blue transparent material $3.15—Shipping charges extra

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
"CRYSTAL CUPS"

Small Size Crystal Cups—for traveling or children................Price $5.00
Packing and shipping charges 50c

Small Size—for individual use......................................Price $7.75
Packing and shipping charges 70c

Large Size—for Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and family use.
Individuals may have these, if they so desire. Price $25.00
Shipping charges $1.40

These "Crystal Cups" are not sold thru Reading Rooms or Group Leaders. Each "Cup" is blessed personally by Mrs. G. W. Ballard and is then shipped direct to each individual. No discounts are allowed.

OUR BELOVED NADA'S PICTURE

We announce the release of Our Beloved Nada's picture in sepia—size 4¾x6¾. This can be furnished mounted plain or in folder. It is the same picture as on the song covers, beautiful for framing purposes.

Mounted plain—Price each—$1.00, plus shipping charges.
Mounted on folder—Price each—$1.25, plus shipping charges.
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Already Released

LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
SILENT SENTINEL
"I AM" COME

NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY
LETO, BLESSED LETO
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
*SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME
GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE ASCENDED
*I AM" HERE
*ARCHANGEL MICHAEL

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King and Lotus Ray King. These Songs are especially charged with powerful healing activity. Each contains a beautifully lithographed cover in colors, especially designed for that piece of music.

Our present stock of these songs will be sold at the regular price of $1.00 each with shipping charges of 35c. New editions will require an increased charge. This includes all the above songs with the exception of the three marked with an *. These songs are now priced at $1.25 each; shipping charges 35c.

The "Song of the Violet Flame" contains four (4) color plates. These color plates may also be purchased singly (without music).

Price Each 50c—Shipping charges 15c

SONG FOLDERS

Each Folder contains three songs, together with music and lyrics, as follows:

No. 1
1. "I AM" Here
2. Angels of Saint Germain
3. Freedom's Triumph
4. Great Hercules—Thou Elohim

No. 2
5. Mary, the Mother of Jesus
6. Archangel Michael
   Price per folder $2.25—Shipping charges extra (35c)
7. Helios, The Dawn

No. 3
8. Lord—The Maha Chohan
9. Thou Seven Mighty Elohim
   Price per folder $3.00—Shipping charges extra (40c)
MUSICAL PLAYBACK RECORDS
(16" for Playbacks only)

65  
1. Goddess of Purity .................................................. Lotus Ray King, Harp
    Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
2. Leto, Blessed Leto .................................................. Shrine Audience

66  "I AM Come (Duet) .................................................. Lotus Ray King, Harp
    Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

NOTE: This Record contains two selections on one side—No. 65, and
one on the opposite side—No. 66; therefore, Nos. 65 and 66 is one
double-faced record.

Record made of Blue Transparent material, and is sold and shipped
only from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch.

Price each $5.25—Shipping charges extra